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Agreement rnismatches pose a challenge for standard conceptions of Agree as a 
Probe-Goal feature valuation process of a single set of <p-features. In this paper 
we focus on sentences with a subject DP formed bytwu singular conjoined Ns, 
such as La madre e hija vinieron juntas, in which agreernent inside DP gives rise 
to Closest Conjunct Agreement- D agrees in singular with the first N- while 
Subject-Tense agreement is plural. To sol ve this puzzle we argue for the necessity 
of incorporating into the minimalist framework the distinction between concord 
and index features, as proposed in other theoretical frameworks. Ns and Ds 
carry these two sets of features which, we claim, are introduced in independently 
motivated bundles. Building on Frampton & Gutmann's (2000, 2006) Feature 
Sharing theory and Chomsky's (2001) Maximization Principie, we articulate 
a single agreement process which derives the two ways in which agreement 
proceeds in conjoined structures. 

r. Introduction 

This paper discusses so me issues that arise in the feature theory of the minitnalist 
framework. The empirical basis of the article is the agreement mismatches illus
trated in (1). Unless otherwise noted, the Spanish examples in this article are from 
the Corpus de Referencia del Español Actual. 

(1) a. [DP [DEl] 
the.M.SG 

en panes. 

[[N1 hornero] 
baker.M.SG 

in bread.loaves 

y [ N2 hornera]]] cobraban 
and baker.F.SG were.paid.PL 
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b. [DP [D cuya] [[NI detención] e [N2 interrogatorio]]] fueron 
whose.F.SG arrest.F.SG and interrogation.M.SG were.PL 

llevados a cabo por inspectores. 
carried.out.M.PL by inspectors 

Here the subject consists of two singular conjoined nouns preceded by a single 
determiner, which obligatorily agrees in number and gender with the first con
junct, N 1• This phenomenon is usually referred lo as Closest Conjunct Agreement 
(CCA). However, despite the singular agreement marker on the head D, the DP 
has a plural interpretation, which correlates with plural agreement on the verb 
with that DP subject. 

This paper argues that the notion of cp-feature set generally assumed in the 
P&P/Minimalist framework must be enriched to explain this pattern of agree
ment, which can be done if Agree is understood not as an operation of feature 
copying and deletion but of feature sharing (Frampton & Gutmann 2000, 2006). 
We will argue that Agree is a single syntactic operation that applies both DP 
internally ( what has been referred to as Concord) and externally (in Subject-Verb 
agreement, generally associated with Case assignment), in line with Carstens 
(2000, 2001). 

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 illustrates the data. Section 3 
motivates a new typology of cp-features and presents the mechanism of agreement 
that triggers the pattern illustrated in (1). Section 4 discusses sorne prospects and 
concludes the paper. 

2. The data 

2.1 Basic examples 

The construction in (1) is widely attested and productive in Spanish. It is not 
conditioned by pragmatic/contextual factors, nor restricted to specific kinds of 
nouns or determiners. Concrete (in)animate nouns, (la), (2a), mass/abstract 
nouns, (2b), (2c), and event nominalizations, (lb), show CCA. As for determin
ers, definite articles, (la), possessives (lb), indefinite articles, (3a), demonstratives, 
(3b), and quantifiers, (3c) are allowed. 

(2) a. En las noches 
in the nights 

sus puertas. 
their doors 

[su bar y discoteca] abrirán 
its.sG bar.M.SG and disco.F.SG will.open.PL 

"Its bar and disco will be open at night:' 

b. 

c. 

(3) a. 

b. 

c. 
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[El propano y butano] juegan un papel 
the.M.SG propane.M.SG and butane.M.SG play.PL a role 

complementario. 
complementary 

" Propane and butane play a cornplernentary role:' 

[La oscuridad y claridad] están 
the.F.SG darkness.F.SG and brightness.F.SG are.PL 

la luz. 
the light 

"Darkness and brightness are associated to the light:' 

[Un banquete y baile} habían sido 

asociadas a 
associated to 

anunciados. 
a.M.SG banquet.M.SG and ball.M.SG had.PL be en announced 

''A banquet and ball had been announced." 

[Esta implicación y apoyo} han 
this.F.SG irnplication.F.SG and support.M.SG have.PL 

quedado reflejados ... 
be en reflected.M.PL 

"This irnplication and support are reflected ... " 

[Toda persona y pueblo} tienen 
every.F.SG person.F.SG and people.M.SG have.PL 

" Every person and people bas the right to know:' 

derecho a saber. 
right to know 

Next we describe the major syntactic and semantic properties of these structures. 

2.2 Obligatory Closest Conjunct Agreement 

As noted above, agreement between D and the first noun of the coordination 
(i.e. CCA) is compulsory in the structure under study. Compare (la), where the 
determiner agrees with N1 in masculine gender and singular number, with (4), 
where the determiner agrees in feminine gender with N2 or appears in the plural. 
CCA between D and N 1 is obligatory even when N 1 and N2 have different number 
specification, ( 5). 

(4) {*La/*Los/*Las)0 horneroN1 y horneraN2 cobraban ... 

(5) 

the.F.SG/M.PL/F.PL baker.M.SG and baker.F.SG were.paid.PL 

... cuya corrupción 
whose.F.SG corruption.F.SG 

la actual paralización. 
the present stoppage 

y disparates han causado 
and foolish.acts.M.PL have.PL caused 

" ...  whose corruption and foolish acts have caused the present stoppage:' 
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2.3 Plural semantics 

In the examples above, the conjunction of nouns, although headed by a singu
lar D, denotes the same as a plural noun phrase ("more than one", Lasersohn 
1995). Note that this kind ofDP may co-refer with a plural pronoun in the dis
course, (6). 

(6) Se les atribuirán [un nuevo padrino y 
SE CL will.assign.PL a.M.SG new.M.SG godfather.M.SG and 

madrina], quienes deben darle la instrucción necesaria ... 
godmother.F.SG who.PL must give.CL.DAT the instruction necessary 

"They will be assigned a new godfather and godmother, who mus! 
instruct them ...  " 

Similarly to regular plural DPs such as los hombres, the DPs under study give rise 
lo distributive as well as lo collective readings (Lasersohn 1995). The distributed 
or individual leve! reading, semantically equivalen! to sentential conjunction, is 
illustrated in (2a), where two places are mentioned - a bar and a disco- and each 
of them will open at night. The collective or set reading arises when the verb selects 
a semantically plural argument, as in (7a), where the mother and the daughter are 
exchanging glances with each other, and (7b), where the width and the height are 
identical to each other. 

(7) a. [La madre e 
the.F.SG mother.F.SG and 

de miradas. 
of glances 

hija] 
daughter.F.SG 

cruzaron una serie 
crossed.PL a series 

«The mother and daughter exchanged a series of glances:' 

b. Su cúpula, [cuya anchura y altura] 
its dome whose.F.SG width.F.SG and height.F.SG 

son idénticas, 43.30m. 
are.PL identical 

"Its dome, whose width and height are identical: 43.30 m:' 
[From http://viajeroscallejeros.com] 

However, a coordination of Ns can have a singular denotation, correlated with 
singnlar verbal agreement when the DP is a subject: 

(8) [El académico y novelista} pronunció 
the.M.SG academician.M.SG and novelist.M.SG delivered.sG 

su conferencia. 
bis conference 

"The academician and novelist delivered his conference:' 
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Following King & Dalrymple (2004: 75-76), we tentatively assume that the dis
tinction between the examples introduced so far and those like (8) is tied lo the 
semantics of the conjunction. Specifically, a coordinate phrase like la madre e 
hija in (7) involves a group forming interpretation of and, requiring a group 
composed of madre+hija. In contras!, coordinate phrases like (8) involve "a 

Boolean interpretation of and, requiring that the individual or individuals have 
each relevan! property". In this case, the individual that is referred to must be 
both an academician and a novelist. 

3· Proposal 

3.1 Asymmetric Coordination Phrase 

We assume an asymmetric structure for Coordination Plu·ases ( CoPs, Kayne 
1994; johannessen 1996, 1998; Camacho 2003), where the structure of a DP 
like La madre e hija is (9). The determiner combines with a CoP where N1 
c-commands N2 (it is not crucial for this paper whether the leve! ofprojection 
of N1 is N°or NP) 1 

(9) La madre e hija (cruzaron una serie de miradas). [= (7)] 

[DP [D la] [CoP [N(P)l madre] [Co' [Co e] [N(P)2 hija] ]]]  

We also assume that formal features are properties of lexical items, listed in lexical 
entries: Specifically, with respect to nouns, we assmne that Ns enter the derivation 
with a full set of q>-features.Z 

3.2 An enriched theory of q>-features 

In P&P/Minimalist tradition, syntactic agreement is usually assumed lo operate 
with q>-features. However, the standard notion of a q>-feature set is insufficient lo 
explain CCA. Note that the assumption that the head of the DP subject in  (9), 
i.e. [D la], has only one set of q>-features does not explain why the D shows singu
lar morphology but the DP triggers plural agreement on the verb. That is why we 
claim that the theory of q>-features must be enriched. Specifically, we introduce 
two different sets of q>-features. Borrowing terminology from the HPSG tradition, 

1. Ultimately, this work springs from Munn (1993), where phenomena parallel to those 
explored in this artide are discussed. 

2. This is not uncontroversial, though: see Dobrovie;:"Sorin (2011) for recent discussion on 
the status oCnumber'. 
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we call them c[oncord] 'f!-features and i[ndex] 'fi-features. Concord '{J-features are 
formal features related to the morphosyntactic or declensional properties of lexical 
items and codify instructions to the PF interface. Index '{J-features are formal fea
tures related to semantic properties of lexical items and codify instructions to the 
LF interface. This hypothesis captures the transmodular relevance of '{J-features. 

The propasa! that two distinct sets of features are involved in agreement has 
already been argued for in different frameworks, such as OT (Badecker 2007), 
LFG and HPSG (Pollard & Sag 1994; Kathol 1999; Wechsler & Zlatié [W&Z] 2000, 
2003; King & Dalrymple 2004; Villavicencio et al. 2005), and even within Mini
malism (DA.lessandro 2004a, 2004b; Costa & Pereira 2005; López 2007; Danon 
201la, 201lb; see also Heycock & Zamparelli 2005, and Sauerland 2008). Data 
motivating this idea come from the mixed agreement patterns of collective nouns 
in sorne languages. Consider the Serbo-Croatian example in (lO). 

(10) Ta dobra deca dolaze. 
that.F.SG good.F.SG children came.3-PL 
" Those good children carne:' 

[W&Z 2003:51, (8)] 

The collective no un deca triggers feminine-singular agreement on the prenominal 
adjective and the determiner, but triggers plural agreement on the verb. In the 
next section we will extend W&Z's (2000, 2003) propasa! on the puzzle in (lO) to 
explain CCA. 

3·3 Featural content ofN, D and CoP 

Here we examine the featural content of the different categories involved in the 
derivation of CCA in (9). Following W&Z (2003), we claim that nouns enter the 
derivation with a double set of '{J-features. First, nouns have a bundle of c-features, 
including gender, number and Case. For Case, we propase that all nouns have 
an abstrae! Case feature, though phonologically invisible in Spanish nouns (as 
opposed, for example, to Serbo-Croatian, Greek or Russian). Person is absent 
from this set, since it is not a declensional category of Ns. Second, they have a 
bundle of i-features, including gender, number and person.3 We claim that per
son is a semantic property of nouns and not of determiners, based on the inter
action of the person specification (1st/2nd person) with a semantic property of 
nouns such as anímate/human (see (11), suggesting that anímate/human nouns 

3· See Zoerner (1995) and references therein, where indexical features on nouns are also 
assumed. The gender i-feature is generally interpreted as sex in animate nouns. For the rela
tion between c-features, i-features and semantic interpretation in inanimate nouns, see W&Z 
(2003:4.2) and López (2007:§2.6). 
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may show various forms of person agreement (!la), while inanimate nouns do not 
(11b)). C- and i-features are valued in N, except for the Case feature in the c-set. 

(11) a. Los españoles {estamos/ estáis/ están} en el rincón. 
the Spaniards.3-PL are.!-PL/2-PL/3-PL in the corner 
"We/You/The Spaniards are in the corner:' 

b. Las mesas {*estamos!* estáis/ están} en el rincón. 
the tables.3-PL are.*l-PL/*2-PL/3-PL in the corner 
" The tables are in the corner:' 

In our propasa!, the feature bundles of the nouns madre and hija from the example 
in (9) are (12). Note that the gender and number features have equivalen! values 
in the e- and the i-bundle. 

(12) a. madre i[a(f) N(sg) P(3)] 
c[a(f) N(sg) e()] 

b. hija i[G(f) N(sg) P(3)] 
c[a(f) N(sg) e()] 

Let us now consider determiners. We follow W&Z's propasa! that determiners 
carry gender, number and Case c-features, linked to the determiner's morphology. 
We claim that D also carries gender, number and person i-features. Both sets of 
features are unvalued, since D is a functional category. The featural make-up ofD 
is thus (13). The intuition is that D collects the valued i-features of the noun via 
agreement (see Section 3.4). This relation can be taken as the basis for the seman
tics of the determiner: D operates on the noun's index and maps it to sorne denota
tions in the context. Agreement between D and N(P) also makes it possible that 
the DP as a whole (via its head D) carries all the '{J-features with which externa! 
heads agree. We will return to this idea in Section 3.4. 

(13) D i[G( ) N( ) P()] 
e[ G( ) N( ) e()] 

Let us now turn to the feature structure of the coordination of nouns. In coordinate 
structures llke (9) (la madre e hija), both N(P) conjuncts have e- and i-features. 
The Col', nevertheless, lacks c-features, because the head of the phrase, the con
junction, is not morphosyntactically plural or singular, masculine or feminine. 
However, the CoP bears i-features (see also Dalrymple & Kaplan 2000; W&Z 2003; 
King & Dalrymple 2004; Badecker 2007). This propasa! is motivated from the 
semantics of and in group forniing coordinations: the conjunction semantically 
operates on the in dices of its conjuncts, joining them (Zoerner 1995). Sin ce índices 
are understood as feature structures, the conjunction joins the i-feature bundles 
ofN(P)1 and N(P)2• As a consequence, the whole CoP has a plural i-feature (14). 
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Regarding the person and gender i-features of the coordination, we assume that 
they are determined via resolution, on the basis of the features ofN(P)1 and N(P)2. 
In (14) gender is resolved as feminine and person as 3rd4 

(14) CoP 
i[G(f ) N(pl) P(3)] 

N(P)1 
i[G(f) N(sg) P(3)] 
e[ G(f) N(sg) e()] Co N( P)2 

i[G[f] N[sg] P[3J] 
c[a[f] N[sg] e[]] 

Let us recapitulate. Befare DP interna! Agreement takes place, the structure and 
feature content of the DP la madre e hija in (9) is (15). 

(15) DP 

� 
D CaP 

i[ G() N() P()] 
c[G()N()e()] 

i[G(f) N(pJ) P(3)] 

N(P)¡ 
i[G(f) N(sg) P(3)] 
c[G(f) N(sg) e()] Co 

3·4 Agree as feature sharing 

N(P)2 
i[G(f) N(sg) P(3)] 
c[a(f) N(sg) e()] 

In the remainder of this section, we develop our unified analysis of the DP-internal 
and Subject-Verb agreement facts illustrated in the preceding sections. The analy
sis crucially relies on Frampton & Gutmann's (2000, 2006) theory of Feature Shar
ing, which modifies Chomsky's (2000, 2001) Agree theory in two respects: (i) the 
features of the Goal need not be valued for a Pro be to agree with them; and (ii) an 
element containing only valued features can act as a Goal in the derivation (contra 
Chomsky's Activation Condition). 

4· Por the details of 'resolution', see Corbett (1991,2006), Dalrymple & Kaplan (2000), W&Z 
(2000, 2003), King & Dalrymple (2004), Villavicencio et al. (2005), Badecker (2007). 
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Frampton & Gutmann (2000, 2006) assume that lexical items can enter the 
derivation with their features valued or unvalued. Unvalued features must be val
ued befo re the derivation is transferred to the interfaces, otherwise it would crash. 
Agree is the syntactic operation established between a Pro be containing unvalued 
features that need to be assigned a value and a Goal with matching counterparts. 
Within its c-commanding domain, the Probe conducts a top-down search of a 
feature, be it valued or unvalued, that matches its own unvalued feature. When 
this is accomplished, the search stops and the unvalued feature on the Probe and 
the feature on the Goal are coalesced, resulting in a shared feature, no matter 
whether agreement succeeds or not in valuing at that point the unvalued feature 
of the Pro be. When unvalued, the Pro be and the Goal will share an instance of an 
unvalued feature, which will be valned at once later in the derivation. This is what 
happens with the Case feature in our structure, as we will see immediately. We 
further assume that the operation Agree is constrained (apart from being subject 
to locality and intervention conditions) by the Maximization Principie (Chomsky 
2001): if a Pro be matches with a Goal, its unvalned features mus! be valued al once, 
as fully as possible. Successive operations of partial valuation of features are not 
allowed. 

In (15) D, with unvalued <p-features, probes for a Goal with their matching 
counterparts. I- and c-features are treated as bundles, as expected from the Maxi
mization Principie. D's i-features agree with the closest goal containing another 
instance of this set of features, namely CoP; since the i-features of CoP are valued, 
the features of D receive their value. But the e-features of D find their closest goal 
in the c-features of N(P)1, establishing with them an Agree relation (the feature 
bundle on CoP is overlooked since it does not " maximally" match the one on the 
Pro be). In this case, however, one of the features of N (structural Case) is unval
ued; this is not a problem for the theory of feature sharing since Agree is blind 
to feature values: it just pairs up matching features. These DP interna] agreement 
processes, usually referred to as Concord, are derived here from the application of 
Agree. As a result of these agreement operations, D is morphologically singular, 
which constitutes the phenomenon of CCA, but indexically plural, ( 16)5 The Case 
feature of D also remains unvalued. We assume that the features of D are visible at 
the DP leve! and can be accessed for DP externa] syntactic operations. 

5· The i-features of the DP (plural number and resolved gender coming from the i-bundle 
of CoP) are visible in predicative contexts. In (lb) and (3b), a conjunction of a masculine 
and a feminine noun determines masculine gender and plural number on the predicate. 
This is expected if predication is seen as a coindexing relation between a predicate and a 
c-commanding subject (Williams 1980). 
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(16) DP 

� 
D CoP 

i[G(f) N(p!) P(3)] -----+ i[G(f) N(p]) P(3)] 
c[G(f) N(sg) e( )] 

L N(P)1 
i[G(f) N(sg) P(3)] 

Co e[G(f) N(sg) e( )] 

DP 
i[G(f) N(p!) P(3)] 
e[G(f) N(sg) e()] 

N(P)2 
i[G(f) N(sg) P(3)] 
e[G(f) N(sg) e( )] 

As the derivation proceeds, the functional category T(ense), standardly assumed 
to be the locus of Subject-Verb agreement features, merges with the verbal phrase 
containing the subject DP, as in (17). T bears a e-bundle which contains at least 
person and number features (for simplicity we assume that it also has a gender 
feature, invisible in Spanish). These features are expected, since verbal agree
ment systerns evolve historically frorn pronoun incorporation (a propasa! which 
goes back as early as Givón 1976). However, these are e-features on T, because 
they correspond to the inflectional properties of the verb and are visible at PP. 
The unvalued c-features of T pro be for a rnatching set of features, and find the 
i-features of DP and agree with thern. This agreernent relation is possible given 
that e- and i-features are different kinds of features in the interfaces they give 
instructions to, but are equally treated by syntax. Therefore, a e-bundle can agree 
with an i-bundle as long as they contain the same featural content, as in Subject
Verb (T) agreement. 

(17) TP 
� 

T vP 
e[G(f)N(pl) P(3)] � 

L 
DP 

i[G(f) N(pl) P(3)] 
e[G(f) N(sg) e( )] 

As a result of Agree between T and DP, the number feature of T is valued as 
plural, since its value comes frorn the i-feature ofD. Following Chornsky (2001) 

and Frampton & Gutmann (2000, 2006), we assurne that Case is a reflex of agree
rnent processes. Thus, the Case feature of DP (rernernber that Case is a feature 
shared by D and N) is valued as nomina ti ve as a by-product of the Agree that it 
establishes with T. How exactly the Case e-feature is valued after T agrees with 
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the i-features of D is still not clear to us, but what is irnportant to keep in mind 
is that the Case feature is not valued by Agree, i.e. by means of copying the value 
of another Case-feature already valued in a different head, but as an argument
marking strategy dependen! upon Agree. This is only possible if, as proposed 
above, D comes with (unvalued) i-features, since Case assignment to the whole 
DP would not be possible ifT targeted sorne other, more embedded element with 
the relevant featural make-up.6 

4. Prospects and conclusions 

Befare concluding, we need to consider the cross-linguistic distribution of the 
structures analyzed in this paper. Many scholars claim that the existence of such 
structures (where a single D precedes a coordination of N(P)s with plural deno
tation) and the possibility of CCA in them are related to parametric differences 
between Romance and Germanic languages. Heycock & Zamparelli (2005), 

Bouchard (2002), Dobrovie-Sorin (2011), claim that sentences like (18)-(20) 

do not exist in Italian, French and Romanian, due to semantically or syntacti
cally parameterized properties of the category Number ( cf. English This man and 

woman are in lave). 

(18) *[Un uomo e bambino} mangiano. [H&Z 2005:(21a)] 
a.M.SG man.M.SG and child.M.SG eat.PL 

"A man and child are eating:' 

(19) *[Ce soldat et marin} 

(20) 

this.M.SG soldier.M.SG and sailor.M.SG 

étaíent dhccord. 
were.PL of agreement 

"This soldier and sailor agreed with each other." 

*[Acest biírbat �i femeie} 
this.M.SG man.M.SG and woman.F.SG 

sunt índragostiti. 
are.PL in.love 

"This man and woman are in love." 

[H&Z 2005:(22b)] 

[Dobrovie-Sorin 2011 :( 11)] 

6. We will not discuss the details of Case assignment to N2, and simply assume that N 1 and 
N2 share their Case-feature, which gets its value when Agree with a Case-assigner probe is 
established. 
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The data presented in this paper suggest that Spanish (also see Villavicencio el al. 
2005 for Portuguese) should be grouped together with Germanic rather than 
Romance languages in this respect, a fairly unexpected typological conclusion. 
Finding the exact locus of this putative parametric variation is beyond the scope of 
this article, but we think that a research line worth exploring could be the further 
investigation of the role of the conjunction, which seems to license bare N(P)s as 
arguments (*Madre llegó " mother carne" vs. Madre e hija llegaron "mother and 
daughter carne"), in combination with the properties of the determiner in Spanish, 
whose selectional requirements may differ from the other languages. 

Another line of research that our analysis gives rise to is treating bundles as 
structured sets (C. Boeckx, p.c.) where gender and number features depend on 
Case (21a) and person (21b). 

(21) a. Case 

� 
gender number 

b. Person 

� 
gender number 

Evidence for this bundling is found in the agreement patterns observed in lan
guages with quirky subjects. Por example, in Icelandic gender/number agree
ment between a quirky subject and a Goal with person marking ( e.g. the inflected 
verb: T) is different from gender/number agreement with a Goal with Case mark
ing (e.g. a secondary predicate). This could indicate that gender and number fea
tnres are dependen! on the Case and person features in each bundle. With the 
feature hierarchies in (21) we may be able lo dispense with the labels i/c and lo 
explain why the number/gender features in the case bundle are not interpreted al 
LF while the number/gender features in the person bundle are. We may further 
argue that dependen! features in a hierarchy mus! share sorne properties with the 
superordinate node, so that if Case is not interpreted at LF their dependen! fea
tnres will not be interpreted either. 

To conclude, in this paper we have proposed an analysis for the number 
agreement mismatch in Spanish DPs with interna! N-y-N coordinations. We have 
claimed that the mismatch between morphological and semantic number can be 
captured in a model in which agreement relations are established derivationally 
due lo the interaction of two types of nominal features (c-features and i-features), 
both being syntactically active inside DP. Specifically, we ha ve argued that number 
is a syntactic feature that emerges with a double face within the nominal feature 
geometry: as a formal feature (concord) and as a referential feature (index). The 
idea that there are two types of number features is favored by almos! al! approaches 
to agreement mismatches. Yet the ideas that each type of number feature is par! 
of a bundle, that certain heads bear only one of the two bundles, and that Agree is 
a single syntactic operation (independent of Case assignment) that applies in al! 
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syntactic domains linking matching features irrespective of their type, are unique 
lo our approach and allow us lo explain the complex agreement paradigm we ha ve 
unveiled. 
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On the nature of bare nouns 
in Afro-Bolivian Spanish 

Javier Gutiérrez-Rexach & Sandro Sessarego 
The Ohio State University 1 University of Wisconsin, Madison 

This paper provides an analysis of bare nouns in Afro-Bolivian Spanish. Their 

behavior does not fit the typology emerging from the Nominal Mapping 

Parameter. We consider severa! properties related to mass/count, kind, and 

indefinite/definite readings, and we conclude '>Vith an explanation based on the 

generalized availability of type-shifters. 

r. Introduction 

It is commonly accepted that NPs are predicates while DPs are arguments, at 
least in the Romance languages (Longobardi 1994; McNally 2004). A great deal 
of research has been carried out recently to refine the proposal of a Nominal 
Mapping Parameter (Chierchia 1998), which would account for the distribution 
of bare plurals and full DPs cross-linguistically, especially the distribution of bare 
nouns in languages where arguments can occur without projecting a D category 
in canonical subject and object positions. According to Chierchia (1998), lan
guages lacking an overt definite article would be endowed with a non-overt iota 
operator, a semantic type-shifter equivalen! to a definite article. On the other 
hand, if a language has an overt determiner capable of performing such opera
tion, iota will be blocked since it is a last-resort operator. Such a proposal has 
been empirically challenged by Schmitt & Munn (2003) for Brazilian Portuguese 
(BP), among others (e.g. Déprez 2001; Kester & Schmitt 2006). In fact, BP has 
definite articles but bare NPs can still act as DPs. 

Another language with certain characteristics that are partly similar to BP is 
Afro-Bolivian Spanish (ABS) - See Sessarego (2010) for an overview of its ori
gins and structural characteristics. In this Afro-Hispanic vernacular, bare nouns 
can appear both in subject and object positions whereas in standard Spanish 
(stSp) they can only occur in complement positions (Contreras 1986; Bosque 
1996). Independently of their syntactic distribution, bare nouns in ABS have a 
variety of interpretations. This paper pro vides an account for these phenomena 
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